We investigate whether it is possible to formulate option pricing and hedging models without using probability. We present a model that is consistent with two notions of volatility: a historical volatility consistent with statistical analysis, and an implied volatility consistent with options priced with the model. The latter will be also the quadratic variation of the model, a pathwise property. This first result, originally presented in Mercurio (1998, 2000) [8, 9] , is then connected with the recent work of Armstrong et al (2018) [1], where using rough paths theory it is shown that implied volatility is associated with a purely pathwise lift of the stock dynamics involving no probability and no semimartingale theory in particular, leading to option models without probability. Finally, an intermediate result by Bender et al. (2008) [4] is recalled. Using semimartingale theory, Bender et al. showed that one could obtain option prices based only on the semimartingale quadratic variation of the model, a pathwise property, and highlighted the difference between historical and implied volatility. All three works confirm the idea that while historical volatility is a statistical quantity, implied volatility is a pathwise one. This leads to a 20 years mini-anniversary of pathwise pricing through 1998, 2008 and 2018, which is rather fitting for a talk presented at the conference for the 45 years of the Black, Scholes and Merton option pricing paradigm.
close or even indistinguishable (under P), having very close laws in the ∆ grid, but where they imply very different option prices? Prices will be computed as expectations of discounted cash flows under the pricing (or risk-neutral/martingale) measure Q. If we do find such situations, can we do this in a constructive way, rather than just proving they exist?
Indistinguishable models leading to different option prices
To answer this question, we begin with two different models S and Y . We take S as the Black Scholes and Merton model, and we construct a second model Y whose marginal laws are the same as S.
Matching margins
Start from the Black-Scholes-Merton model for the stock price S given by dS t = µS t dt +σS t dW t (abbreviated BSM(µ,σ)) with initial condition S 0 = s 0 under the objective measure P. Here W is a Brownian motion under P, while s 0 > 0, µ andσ > 0 are constants.
We then look for a process Y , dY = u(Y, . . .)dt + σ t (Y t )dW t with local volatility σ and with the same margins as S, namely p St = p Yt for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Here for a random variable X we denote by p X its probability density function. To find Y , invert the Fokker Planck (FP) equation for Y and find the drift u such that the FP equation for the density of Y has solution equal to p St , namely the lognormal density of the original S. This was done in Mercurio (1998, 2000) [8, 9] using previous results on diffusions with laws on exponential families (Brigo (1997) [6] and Brigo (2000) [7] ).
We obtain the following model for Y . To avoid singularities of our model coefficient u near t = 0, we start with a regularization in a small interval [0, ǫ) that has the same dynamics as S, and then we move to the different dynamics from time [ǫ, T ]. We obtain
.
We have introducedȲ to avoid singularities in the drift coefficient of the SDE (1) near t = 0.
The process Y , if the related SDE has a solution that is regular enough and admits densities, has the same marginal distribution as BSM(µ,σ): p St = p Yt for all t. We will show a fundamental example where everything works fine in Section 2.3 below.
Matching the whole law on a ∆ grid
For our purposes of statistical indistinguishability, the above Y is not enough. A further fundamental property of the BSM(µ,σ) model is that its log-returns satisfy
Alternative models such as our Y above do not share this property because identity of the marginal laws alone does not suffice to ensure it. We need equality of second order laws or of transition densities.
To tackle this issue, we restrict the set of dates for which the log-return property must hold true. Modify the definition of Y so that, given
Limiting such key property to a finite set of times is not so dramatic. Indeed, only discrete time samples are observed in practice, so that once the time instants are fixed, our process Y can not be distinguished statistically from the Black-Scholes process S.
The new definition of Y we propose now, to match log returns distributions in grids, is still based on our earlier Y . However, we use the earlier Y process locally in each time interval [(i−1)∆, i∆). In such interval we define iteratively the drift u σ as in the earlier Y but we translate back the time-dependence of a time amount (i − 1)∆, thus locally restoring the dynamics of the original result for margins starting from time 0, and we replace Y 0 with the final value of Y in the previous interval. We obtain, in each interval [i∆, (i + 1)∆):
It is clear that the transition densities of S and Y satisfy p Y (i+1)∆ |Yi∆ (x; y) = p S (i+1)∆ |Si∆ (x; y) by construction.
Note also that the new process Y is not a Markov process in [0, T ]. However, it is a Markov process in all time instants of T ∆ (∆-Markovianity). Finally, note that now the two models S (BSM(µ,σ)) and Y are statistically indistinguishable in T ∆ since there they share the same finite dimensional distributions. Any statistician who tried to estimate the two models from data could not find a way to distinguish them. Before turning to option prices implied by the two indistinguishable models, we need to show that we have not produced an empty theory so far. In other terms, we need to give concrete examples of σ for which our framework works rigorously. Such a fundamental case is addressed in the next section.
A fundamental case: σ t (y) = νy
We take now σ(Y ) = νY , so that also the volatility of Y is of BSM type, but with constant ν instead ofσ. In this case the equation for u specializes to
and in this fundamental case one can show that the SDE for Y has a unique strong solution [8] , [9] . Moreover, the change of measure that replaces the drift u with rY is well defined and regular, so that it is possible to change probability measure from P to the equivalent pricing measure Q for the model Y .
This is precisely what we are interested in, since changing measure leads to some quite interesting developments. Before turning to the change of measure, a final remark concerning the regularization in [0, ǫ) is in order.
A technical link with the rough volatility literature
As Y has the same margins as S, it has to be positive like S, so that Y t > 0. Then take Z ǫ t := ln Y t :
Here
In [8] we show that we can take ǫ → 0 in the regularization, obtaining a limit Z
This process is well defined since the integral in the right-hand side exists finite almost surely even though its integrand diverges when u → j∆ + . The above equation can be better compared to the Black and Scholes process when written in differential form:
The central term in the right hand side is needed to have returns equal to the Black and Scholes process even after changing the volatility coefficient fromσ to ν. More precisely, the central term is the correction needed so that the exponential of Z will simultaneously have returns equal to those of BSM(µ,σ) and volatility coefficient equal to ν. Note that this term goes to zero forσ = ν. It is this term that makes our process non-Markov outside the trading time grid. Finally, we point out that for all ǫ > 0 there exists a probability measure Q ǫ equivalent to P and such that Z ǫ is a Brownian motion under Q ǫ . As noted in [3] , informally taking the limit for ǫ ↓ 0 in such change of measure yields a "market price of risk" for the discrepancy between historical and implied volatilities. Such market price of risk has two distinguished properties that have been important in the rough volatility literature, see for example [2] : small time behaviour proportional to t −γ for some 0 < γ < 1, and rougher trajectories than semimartingale ones.
Arbitrarily different option prices under indistinguishable models
We now consider option pricing based on the models S and Y . We will assume that interest rates r are deterministic and constant in time.
Recall our two indistinguishable models under the measure P, and see what happens when we change measure to Q:
No arbitrage conditions are reflected in the fact that changing measure to Q enforces the drift r.
If we now price a call option with the Q expectation of the discounted payoff we have
where the remaining inputs of the Black and Scholes formula, namely s 0 , r, T are the same for both cases. Since the indistinguishability holds for every ν, we can take ν ↓ 0 and ν ↑ +∞. This way we find the following.
Statistically indistinguishable stock price models in the ∆ time grid imply option prices so different to span the whole no arbitrage interval
Perhaps surprisingly, they span a range that is not related to ∆. Since models are equivalent in a ∆ grid, one might have expected that by tightening ∆ one might have had option prices in a narrower range. This is not the case.
Our result shows that conjugating discrete and continuous time modeling (e.g. statistics and option pricing) has to be done carefully and is subject to important assumptions.
Reconciling historical and implied volatility with a single dynamics
What if what we have seen is a way to account consistently for historical and implied volatility? Indeed, it is known that option prices trade independently of the underlying stock price, and we have been able to construct a stock price process Y ν whose marginal distribution and transition density depend on the volatility coefficientσ (historical volatility), whereas the corresponding option price only depends on the volatility coefficient ν (implied volatility). As a consequence, we can provide a consistent theoretical framework justifying the differences between historical and implied volatility that are commonly observed in real markets.
Possible explanation of arbitrary option prices?
Since probability and statistics have proven to be deceptive when working in discrete time under P, we try now to remove probability and statistics from valuation. We will achieve this by using ideas from rough paths theory. Rough paths theory has been initiated and developed by many researchers over the years, here we recall briefly Föllmer [11] , Lyons [16] , Davie [10] , Gubinelli [13] and Friz among others, see for example [12] and references therein. Applying ideas from rough paths theory, and from [10, 13, 12] in particular, in Armstrong et al. (2018) [1] we manage to re-interpret the Black Scholes formula and option pricing in a purely pathwise sense.
After writing [1] we found out that Bender et al. (2008) [4] had formulated option pricing, in the framework of semimartingale theory, relying only on the quadratic variation of price trajectories, which is a pathwise property. In our work [1] the analysis is brought one step further by abandoning the semimartingale setting. Using Davie's rough differential equations and rough brackets (see [12] ) we abandon probability theory altogether. This entails the definition of Gubinelli derivatives, which in the classical Black and Scholes framework are Gamma sensitivities of the options. Although ignored in the most classical formulas for portfolio dynamics, they play an active role in the convergence of the integrals describing portfolio processes, when such convergence is analysed pathwise as in [1] .
We now go back to the statistically indistinguishable models S and Y above, implying arbitrarily different option prices. We connect them to our discussion of pathwise properties. Since the results from [4] and [1] suggest that option pricing ultimately depends only on pathwise features of price trajectories, it is with the lenses of pathwise analysis that we can distinguish the P dynamics of S and of Y , by looking at their quadratic variation. While probability and statistics could not distinguish between S and Y , the difference is instead captured by this aspect of price trajectories.
Paraphrasing:
• Probability and Statistics do not allow one to distinguish between S and Y in T ∆ .
• Prices of options written on S and Y are different, so that option prices allow one to distinguish between S and Y .
• One then conjectures that option prices cannot be properties of S and Y based on probability or statistics. With prices being traditionally associated with expectations of discounted cash flows, this seems initially counterintuitive.
• [1] show that, in general, option prices can be derived based only on purely pathwise properties, without using probability theory anywhere. Bender et al. [4] had obtained a similar result earlier but within semimartingale theory.
• In particular, in models S and Y option prices are completely specified by probability-free pathwise properties of S and Y , confirming the above conjecture.
We now summarize how in [1] we were able to give a probability-free, and more specifically semimartingale-free derivation of option pricing based on purely pathwise properties.
Rough paths and option pricing
We denote in general X s,t = X t − X s . Recall the BSM(µ,σ) model
where we also included the risk-free bank account numeraire B. In the classic theory of stochastic differential equations (SDEs), the above equation is a short form for an integral equation
The last integral is an Ito stochastic integral. If one tries to re-formulate the above equation without probability, one will not be able to use stochastic integrals any more, and as a result one will need to define the integral t 0σ S u dW u pathwise. To do this, one will need to add information on the price trajectory in the form of a lift. One needs to provide the input
This is really an input and is not defined a priori based only on properties of S: if the signal S has finite p-variation for 2 < p < 3, as in case of paths in the Black Scholes model, it is too rough to define the above intergral as a Stiltjes or Young integral. One needs therefore to add S as an input. To understand why this is important, we now explain how introducing S helps in defining integrals of the type F (S r )dS r . Consider F (S r )dS r and try to write it as a Young integral. Take Taylor expansion F (S r ) ≈ F (S u ) + DF (S u )S u,r . The Young integral can be seen as approximating F (S r ), in each [u, t] ∈ π with the zero-th order term F (S u ), where π is the partition for the discrete sums approximating the integral, and |π| is the mesh size. Hence
The limit is on all partitions whose mesh size tends to zero. If we cannot use a Young integral because S is too rough, we can try a first order expansion for F (S) rather than a zero-th order one.
This intuition can be made rigorous with the relevant norms and metrics, see for example [12] . What attracted initially the interest of the author, prompting the initial work that later lead to the collaboration culminating in [1] , is the fact that in a delta-hedging context, one can write the replication condition for a call option in a Black-Scholes type model as
where V 0 is the option price at time 0 and ∆ and η are the amounts of stock and cash in the selffinancing replicating strategy. In particular, ∆ is the sensitivity of the option price with respect to its underlying S. The above integral T 0 ∆(r, S r )dS r is an Ito integral. If one tries to re-write the replication condition using a purely pathwise integral, using rough integration as in [12] , it is possible to do so by recalling that, according to (5),
In an option pricing setting, the term D S ∆(u, S u ) =: Γ(u, S u ) turns out to be the second derivative of the option price with respect to its underlying term, the so called gamma of the option. Hence
This immediately prompted the author to notice that gamma played an explicit role in the replication condition when the condition is expressed using purely pathwise integrals rather than Ito integrals. Traders have been always using gamma as a correction term, but the above limit shows a fundamental role for gamma already at the level of the replication condition. On the contrary, the Ito integral T 0 ∆(r, S r )dS r can be written as a limit where gamma does not appear. The author further proposed to interpet the lift S as related to a non-standard covariance swap. This is discussed further in [1] and will be expanded in future work.
Let us now go back to BSM and [1] . Before proceeding further, we need to explain that in [1] we do not use really full rough path theory. We presented above a sketch of how one makes sense of the BSM SDE for S in a purely pathwise way, but in effect we never use the full SDE. Indeed, we noted in the discussion above that only the quadratic variation of the SDE solution matters in determining the option price. Similarly, in the no-semimartingales pathwise case, we will not really need the pathwise analogous of the BSM SDE, but just a no-semimartingale analogous of the quadratic variation. More precisely, take S t as a path of finite p variation with 2 < p < 3 (Brownian motion has finite q variation for all q > 2, so S is potentially rougher than BSM). Consider the lifted S t := (S t , S t ), where S is our input for S dS. From a technical point of view in [1] we work with reduced rough paths, obtained from the pair (S, S) by considering only the symmetric part of S (this distinction is essential in the multi-dimensional case, although here we are discussing the one-dimensional setting). This is equivalently described by the rough bracket defined in
[S] u,t = S u,t S u,t − 2 S u,t .
We refer again to [12] for the details, and point out the early work of Föllmer [11] in this regard. If [S] u,t is regular enough to define a measure of [u, t] with density a(S t ) with a(x) also regular, then the classic partial differential equation for the option price is defined entirely in terms of the purely pathwise bracket [S], involving no probability theory and no semimartingale theory in particular. It follows that the option price itself will not depend on the probabilistic setting but only on path properties.
The purely pathwise property [S] u,t takes the place of implied volatility in determining the option price as a path property rather than a statistical property. The latter would be associated with historical volatility as a standard deviation (statistics).
Conclusions: 20 years of pathwise pricing
The first result we reported in this paper is the result of Brigo and Mercurio (1998) [8] , where the process Y had simultaneously historical volatilityσ as a statistical property and implied volatility ν as a pathwise property (quadratic variation). This is consistent with the later result of Bender, Sottinen and Valkeila (2008) [4] who note: "[...] the covariance structure of the stock returns is not relevant for option pricing, but the quadratic variation is. So, one should not be surprised if the historical and implied volatilities do not agree: the former is an estimate of the variance and the latter is an estimate of the [semimartingale] quadratic variation".
This has been further generalized in Armstrong et al. (2018) [1] where historical volatility is a statistics of the variance too, while implied volatility is associated with a pathwise lift involving no semimartingale theory and no probability.
It is perhaps fitting that this 20 years anniversary of pathwise pricing, running through 1998, 2008 and 2018, is occurring at the conference on the 45th anniversary of the Black, Scholes and Merton option pricing theory.
